However, these results were revisited by Dragojevic et al., 6 showing a highly optimized software-transactional Control transactions without compromising their simplicity for the sake of expressiveness, application concurrency, or performance.
tHe tranSactIon aBStractIon encapsulates the mechanisms used to synchronize accesses to data shared by concurrent processes, dating to the 1970s when proposed in the context of databases to ensure consistency of shared data. 7 This consistency was determined with respect to a sequential behavior through the concept of serializability; 25 concurrent accesses must behave as if executing sequentially or be atomic. More recently, researchers have derived other variants (such as opacity 13 and isolation 30 ) applicable to different transactional contexts.
The transaction abstraction was first considered as a programming language construct in the form of guards and actions by Liskov and Scheifler more than 30 years ago, 22 then adapted to various programming models, including Eden, 1 ACS, 12 and Argus. 21 The first hardware support for a transactional construct was proposed in 1986 by Tom Knight, 19 basically introducing parallelism in functional languages by providing synchronization for multiple memory words. Later, the notion of transactional memory was proposed in the form of hardware support for concurrent programming to remedy the trickiness and subtleties of using locks (such as priority inversion, lock-convoying, and deadlocks) 18 (see Figure 1 ). Since the advent of multicore architectures approximately 10 years ago, the very notion of transactional memory has become an active topic of research (http://www.cs.wisc.edu/ trans-memory/biblio/list.html). Hardware implementations of transactional systems 18 turned out to be limited by specific constraints programmers could "abstract away" only through unbounded hardware transactions. However, purely hardware implementations are complex solutions most industrial developers no longer explore. Rather, a hybrid approach was adopted through a best-effort hardware component that must be complemented by software transactions. 4 Software transactions were originally designed in the mid-1990s as a reusable and composable solution to execute a set of shared memory accesses fixed prior to execution. 29 More recently, they were applied to handle when the control flow is not predetermined. 17 Early investigations of the performance of software transactions questioned their ability to leverage multicore architectures. memory (STM) with manually instrumented benchmarks and explicit privatization whose throughput still outperforms sequential code by up to 29 times on SPARC processors with 64 concurrent threads and by up to nine times on x86 with 16 concurrent threads. However, performance remains the main obstacle preventing wide adoption of the transaction abstraction for general-purpose concurrent programming.
In classic form, transactions prevent expert programmers from extracting the same level of concurrency possible through more primitive synchronization techniques. This observation is folklore knowledge, yet we show for the first time, in this article through a simple example, that this limitation is inherent in the transaction concept in its classic form irrespective of how it is used. It can be viewed as the price of bringing concurrency to the masses and making it possible for average programmers to write parallel programs that use shared data. Nevertheless, some programmers are indeed concurrency experts and might find it frustrating if they are not able to use their skills to enhance concurrency and performance.
Not surprisingly, researchers have been exploring relaxation of the classic transaction model 23, 24, 27 that enables more concurrency. Doing so while keeping the simplicity of the original model has proved to be a challenge; the idea is to preserve the original sequential code while composing applications devised by different programmers, possibly with different skills.
Here, we endorse mixing different transaction semantics within the same application, with strong semantics to be used by novice programmers and weaker semantics by concurrency experts. The challenge is to ensure the polymorphic system mixing different semantics still enables code reuse, composing it in a smooth manner. Before describing how such mixing can be addressed, we take a closer look at the meaning of reuse and composition.
Inherent appeal of Transactions
The transaction paradigm is appealing for its simplicity, as it preserves sequential code and promotes concurrent code composition. In contrast, a transactional system detects a conflict between the two renaming transactions and lets only one of them resume and possibly commit; the other is restarted or resumed later. Deciding on a conflict-resolution strategy is the task of a dedicated service, or "contention manager," for which various strategies and implementations have been proposed. 28 
Inherent Limitation of Transactions
A transaction delimits a region of accesses to shared locations and protects the set of locations accessed in this region. By contrast, a (fine-grain) lock generally protects a single location, even though it is held during a series of accesses, as depicted in Algorithm 3. This difference is crucial, as it translates into the differences between transactions and locks in terms of expressiveness, concurrency, and performance.
Lacking expressiveness. To reinforce our point that transactions are inherently limited in terms of expressiveness we define "atomicity" as a biatomic in a concurrent context are simply delimited, typically by a transaction{…} block, as depicted in Algorithm 1; the original structure depicted in Algorithm 2 remains unchanged.
Programming with transactions shifts the inherent complexity of concurrent programming to implementation of the transaction semantics that must be done once and for all. Due to transactions, writing a concurrent application follows a divide-andconquer strategy where experts write a live, safe transactional system with an unsophisticated interface, and the novice writes a transaction-based application or delimits regions of sequential code. Traditional synchronization techniques generally require programmers first re-factorize the sequential code. Using lock-free techniques, they typically use subtle mechanisms (such as logical deletion 14 ) to prevent inconsistent memory de-allocations. Using lock-based techniques, they usually explicitly declare and initialize all locks before using them to protect memory accesses, as in Algorithm 2 line 8.
The transaction abstraction hides both synchronization internals and metadata management. If locks or timestamps are used internally, they are declared and initialized transparently by the transactional system. All memory accesses within a transaction block are transparently instrumented by the transactional system as if they were wrapped. The wrappers can then exploit the metadata, locks, and timestamps to detect conflicting accesses and potentially abort a transaction.
Enabling composition. Transactions allow Bob to compose existing transactional operations developed by Alice into a composite operation that preserves the safety and liveness of its components 15 (see Figure 2 ). Alternative synchronization techniques do not facilitate composition. Consider a simple directory abstraction mapping a name to a file. With nary relation over shared memory accesses π and π′ of a single transaction within an execution α: atomicity(π, π′) is true if π and π′ appear in α as if both occur at one common indivisible point of the execution. It is important to note this relation is not transitive; that is, As π 2 may appear to have executed at several consecutive points of the execution, the points at which π 1 and π 2 appear to have occurred may be disjoint from the points at which π 2 and π 3 appear to have occurred.
A process locking x (with mutual exclusion) during the point interval (p 1 ; p 2 ) of α, in which it accesses x guarantees any of its other accesses during this interval will appear atomic with its access to x; for example, in the following lock-based program, where r(x) and w(x) denote (respectively) read and write accesses to shared variable x, process (or more precisely thread) P l guarantees atomicity(r(x); r(y)) and atomicity(r(y), r(z)) but not atomicity(r(x), r(z)):
Conversely, a process P t executing the following transaction block ensures atomicity(r(x); r(y)), atomicity(r(y), r(z)) but also atomicity(r(x), r(z)), the transitive closure of the atomicity relations guaranteed by P l . Using classic transactions, there is no way to write a program with semantics similar to P l or ensure the two former atomicity relations without also ensuring the latter.
This lack of expressiveness is not related to the way transactions are used but to the transaction abstraction itself. The open/close block somehow blindly guarantees that all the accesses it encapsulates appear as if there was an indivisible point in the execution where all take effect.
Effect on concurrency. Not surprisingly, the limited expressiveness of transactions translates into a concurrency loss; for example, consider the transactional linked list program in Algorithm 1. Clearly, the value of the head → next pointer observed by the transaction (line 6) is no longer important when the transaction is checking whether the value val corresponds to a value of a node further in the list (line 7), yet a concurrent modification of head → next can invalidate the transaction when reading next → val, as transactions enforce atomicity of all pairs of accesses; this is a false-conflict leading to unnecessary aborts. Conversely, the hand-over-hand locking program of Algorithm 3 allows such a concurrent update (line 7) when checking the value (line 8), starting from the second iteration of the while-loop.
To quantify the effect of the limited expressiveness of transactions on the number of accepted schedules, consider a concurrent program where the process P t executes concurrently with processes P 1 = transaction{w(x)} and P 2 = transaction{w(z)}. As there are four ways to place the single access of one of these two processes between accesses of P t and five ways to place the remaining one in the resulting schedule, there are 20 possible schedules. Note that all are correct schedules of a sorted linked list implementation.
However, most transactional memory systems guarantee each of their executions is equivalent to an execution where sequences of reads and writes representing transactions are executed one after another (serializability) in an order where no transaction terminating before another start is ordered after (strictPerformance remains the main obstacle preventing wide adoption of the transaction abstraction for general-purpose concurrent programming.
contains, add, remove, and size operations with an update ratio and a size ratio of 10%, respectively. As the existing lock-free data structures do not support atomic size we had to use the copyOnWriteArraySet workaround of this package, comparing it against the linked list implementation building on TL2. Figure 4 uses the throughput (committing transactions per time unit) of the bare sequential implementation (without synchronization) as the baseline, illustrating the throughput speedup (over sequential) a programmer can achieve through either the classic transactions or the existing java.util.concurrent package. When its normalized throughput is 1, the throughput of the corresponding concurrent implementation equals the throughput of the sequential implementation. In particular, the graph indicates the existing collection performs 2.2x faster than classic transactions on 64 threads. The poor performance of classic transactions is due to their lack of concurrency, a problem addressed in the next section.
Democratizing Transactions
Traditionally, transactional systems ensure the same semantics for all their transactions, independent of their role in concurrent applications. However, as discussed, these semantics are overly conservative and, by limiting concurrency, could also limit performance. Without additional control, skilled programmers would be frustrated by not being able to obtain highly efficient concurrent programs. To adequately exploit the concurrency allowed by the semantics of an application, programmers must be willing to trade simplicity for additional control.
To be a widely used programming paradigm, the transactional abstraction must be democratized, or universally useful and available to all programmers. Not only should transactions be an off-the-shelf solution for novices, they should also permit additional control to experts in concurrent programming. Simple default semantics should be able to run concurrently with transactions of more complex semantics, capturing more subtle behaviors. The concurrency challenge is twofold: The To adequately exploit the concurrency allowed by the semantics of an application, programmers must be willing to trade simplicity for additional control. ness). (This guarantee is often satisfied, as a large variety of transactional memory systems ensures opacity, 13 a consistency criterion even stronger than this strict serializability, as it additionally requires noncommitted transactions never observe an inconsistent state.) These transactional memory systems preclude four of these schedules (see Figure 3) : those in which P t accesses x before P 1 (P t is serialized before P 1 , or P t ≺ P 1 ), P 1 terminates before P 2 starts (P 1 ≺ P 2 ) and in which P 2 accesses z before P t (P 2 ≺ P t ). This limitation translates here into concurrency loss.
Worth noting is that a programmer could exploit weaker transactional memory systems to export these serializable histories. 10, 26 Such systems would offer a transaction that might not be appropriate for all possible uses; for example, it might be possible that one transaction reads an inconsistent state before aborting. In fact, the concurrency limitation is due to transactional memory systems providing a unique but general-purpose transaction.
Effect on performance. The metadata management overhead of software transactions when starting, accessing shared memory, and committing is typically expected by the programmer to be compensated by exploiting concurrency. 6 In scenarios like the linked list program outlined earlier where transactions fail to fully exploit all available concurrency, their performance cannot compete with other synchronization methodologies. Recall this is due to the expressiveness limitation inherent in transactions; the limitation is thus not tied to the way transactions are used but to the abstraction itself.
To depict the effect on performance, we compared the existing Java concurrency package to the classic transaction library TL2 5 on a 64-way Niagara 2 SPARC-based machine. Note this is the Java implementation of the TL2 algorithm that detects conflicts at the level of granularity of fields and is distributed within DeuceSTM, 20 Both exploit commutativity by considering transactional operations at a high level of abstraction. Both also acquire abstract locks to apply nested operations and require the programmer to specify compensating actions or inverse operations to roll back these high-level changes. To avoid deadlocks due to acquisition of new locks at abort time, the programmer may follow lockorder rules or exploit timeouts. Alternatively, other approaches extend the interface of the transactional memory system with explicit mechanisms like functions light-reads, unitloads, snap, and early release; for example, programmers can use early release explicitly to indicate from which point of a transaction all conflicts involving its read of a given location can be ignored. 17 The challenge is thus to achieve the same concurrency achievable through these models while preserving sequential code and composition of transactions.
The elastic transaction model 8 aims to preserve sequential code and guarantee composition, providing, together with the classic form of transaction model, a semantics of transactions that enables programmers to efficiently implement search structures. As in a classic transaction, the programmer must delimit the blocks of code that represent elastic transactions, preserving sequential code as depicted in Algorithm 4. Elastic transactions bypass deadlocks by updating memory only at commit time, avoiding the need to acquire additional locks upon abort. Unlike classic transactions, during execution, an elastic transaction can be cut (by the elastic transactional system) into multiple classic transactions, depending on the conflicts it detects.
Algorithm 4. Java pseudocode of the add() operation with elastic transactions 1: public boolean add (E e): 2: transaction(elastic) { 3:
Node(E)prev = null 4:
Node(E)prev = head 5:
E v 6: 7:
if next == null then // empty 8: head = newNode(E)(e,next) 9:
return false 10: Consider the following history of shared accesses in which transaction j adds 1 while transaction i is parsing the data structure to add 3 at its end:
This history is neither serializable 25 nor opaque 13 since there is no history in which transactions i and j execute sequentially and where r(h) i occurs before w(h) j and r(n) j occurs before w(n i ; the high-level insert operations of this history are atomic. A traditional transactional scheme would detect two conflicts between transactions i and j and prevent them both to commit. Nevertheless, history H does not violate the correctness of the integer set; 1 appears to be added before 3 in the linked list, and both are present at the end of the execution.
The programmer must label transaction i as being elastic to solve this issue. History H can then be viewed as the combination of several transactions:
In f(H), elastic transaction i is cut into two transactions: s 1 and s 2 . Crucial to the correctness of this cut, no two modifications on n and t have occurred between r(n) s1 and r(t)
s2
. Otherwise, the transaction would have to abort.
These cuts enable more concurrency than what an expert programmer could accomplish with classic transactions for two main reasons: First, the cuts are tried dynamically at runtime depending on the interleaving of Node(E)curr = head 5: 6:
while curr ≠ null do 7: curr = curr.getNext() 8:
return n 10: } However, the mixture of the snapshot with classic and elastic transactions requires the transaction system make sure all updates (elastic and classic) record the old value before overriding it.
The mixture problem might be more subtle if a relaxed transaction ignores a conflict involving a concurrent strong transaction that cannot ignore it. Elastic and opaque transactions typically handle this issue for read-write conflicts by requiring only the reading transaction decides on conflict resolution. Unlike writes, reads are idempotent so the semantics of the writing transaction is never altered by the outcome of the conflict resolution. Our solution relies on two features: having invisible reads, so the writing transaction does not observe the conflict, and enforcing commit-time validation, so the reading transaction always detects the conflict.
A consequent algorithmic challenge relates to the composition of the semantics. Bob can directly nest Alice's elastic transactions into another transaction, choosing to label it as elastic, snapshot, or classic, guaranteeing atomicity and deadlock freedom of its own operation; for example, one can imagine Alice provides an elastic contains(x) Bob composes into a snapshot containsAll(C) method that returns successfully only if all elements of a collection C are present. For safety's sake, the strongest semantics of the related transactions (in this case the snapshot transaction) applies to all methods. Hence, a novice programmer, unaware of the various semantics, will always obtain a safe composite transactional method whose opacity would be conveyed to inner transactions. Which semantics to apply (when the semantics are incomparable) is an open question.
Effect on performance. To investigate the potential benefit of mixing transactions of different semantics, we ran the mixed transactions on the collection benchmarks in the exact same settings as before and reported both the new and the previously obtained results (see Figure 5) . Each of the three parse operations-contains, add, and remove-is impleaccesses; as this interleaving is generally nondeterministic, the programmer cannot just split transactions prior to execution and ensure correct executions. Second, as elastic transactions rely on dynamic information, they exploit more information than static commutativity of operations; for example, elastic transactions enable additional concurrency between two linked list adds by allowing the history involving transactions t 1 and
in which neither r(n) t2 and w(n) t1 nor r(h) t1 and w(h) t2 commute. Composition and mixture of semantics. The more semantics the transactional system provides, the more control it gives expert programmers, allowing them to boost performance. The opacity semantics of classic transactions benefit the novice programmer, as they are always safe to use. The elastic transactions can bring added performance in search structures. A programmer can also consider the mix of the opaque classic and the relaxed elastic models with a new semantics we call "snapshot" semantics. This mix is particularly appealing for obtaining (efficiently) a result that depends on numerous elements of a data type (such as a Java Iterator); see, as an example, the snapshot transaction implementing a size method in Algorithm 5.
At first glance, providing as many forms as possible in a single toolbox system may seem to be the key solution for developing concurrent applications, but the challenge involves the mixture of these semantics. Mixing them requires letting them access the same shared data concurrently. It is crucial that the semantics of each individual transaction is not violated by the execution of concurrent transactions of potentially different semantics; for example, the key idea for highly concurrent snapshot semantics is to exploit multi-version concurrency control to let snapshots commit while concurrent (elastic or classic) updates commit. A typical implementation of a snapshot is to exploit a global counter and a version number per written value so the transaction can fetch the counter at start time and decide (while reading new locations) to return a value that has an appropri- mented through an elastic transaction, and the size operation, which returns an atomic snapshot of the number of elements, is implemented through a snapshot transaction. The mixed transaction model performs 4.3x faster than the classic transaction model, TL2, improving on the concurrent collection package by 1.9x on 64 threads. Due to snapshot semantics, the size operation commits more frequently than with a classic transaction. The reason is a snapshot size could return values that were concurrently overridden, where classic size would be aborted. Even though the overhead of polymorphic transactions makes them slower than the concurrent collection package at low levels of parallelism, the performance scales well, compensating for the overhead effect at high levels of parallelism. The mixture of elastic and classic transactions has been shown to be effective in a non-managed language-C/C++-as well. It improved the performance of the tree library implemented in the transactional vacation-reservation benchmark by 15%; 3 it also improved the performance of a list-based set running on a many-core architecture by about 40x.
conclusion
The transaction is a proven, appealing abstraction that has been the main topic of many practical and theoretical achievements in research, despite never being widely adopted in practice. The reason the transaction abstraction is appealing as a programming construct is also the reason it might not be used in practice. That is, the appeal of transactions comes from their simplicity and bringing multicore programming to novice programmers. Average programmers can write concurrent code and, with little effort, use transactions to protect shared data against incorrectness. However, the simplicity of the concept is also its main source of rigidity, preventing expert programmers from exploiting their skills and enabling as much concurrency as they could, thereby limiting performance scalability. This limitation is inherent to the concept, not simply a matter of use.
Here, we have suggested a way out by truly democratizing the transaction concept and promoting the coexistence of different transactional semantics in the same application. Although novice programmers would still be able to exploit the simplicity of the transaction abstraction in its original (strong and hence simple) form, expert programmers would be able to exploit, whenever possible, more expressive semantics of relaxed transaction models to gain in concurrency.
As this polymorphism helps expert programmers take full advantage of transactions, they can likewise develop new efficient libraries that motivate other programmers to adopt this abstraction. It also raises new challenges for guaranteeing the various semantics can be used effectively in the same system.
